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1. Introduction

References to the literature should be numbered in square brackets like [2,4]. The entries in the reference list should be in

alphabetical order according to the first author listed. Also, please follow the way by which references are quoted at the

end of this document.

2. Main Results

Make the sections and subsections according to your paper. Please organize all your theorems, lemmas, definitions, remarks,

etc., into the appropriate LaTeX environments.

Theorem 2.1. Let . . .

Proof. Suppose that . . .

In LaTeX, the environment eqnarray or eqnarray* is an old configured command. If we use this old environment, the

spaces before and after the suitable operators, e.g. “+” or “=”, will be larger than the normal case. Please don’t use this

old environment. Replace it with other stable and well defined other mathematical environments to handle formulas with

multiple rows. For example, please use the environments align (align*) or aligned (aligned*) or multline (multline*) or

gather (gathered*) etc.
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